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How it Works



The Process

INVITER RESPONDENT

Each BehaviorTuner assessment requires one Inviter and one Respondent. 

Invitation

Feedback



The Process:  Respondent Survey

The Respondent “Mark” completes an online survey with 
three question types about each of a set of 48 behaviors:

Frequency Perception 

“How often do you perceive Lisa exhibits this behavior?”

Frequency Change Request 

“Would you like Lisa to exhibit this behavior with more frequency, less frequency, or continue with the 
same frequency?”

5 Priorities 

“Which five behaviors, if prioritized by Lisa, would most contribute to the health of your relationship?”

Approx. 
15-20 min

Respondent 
“MARK”



The Inviter “Lisa” also completes an online survey with 
one question type about each of the same 48 behaviors: 

Frequency Perception 

“How often do you perceive that you exhibit this behavior when interacting with Mark?”

The Process:  Inviter Survey

Approx. 
5-10 min

NOTE: All questions in both Lisa’s and Mark’s surveys are focused on Lisa’s behaviors. 

Inviter 
“LISA”



The Data: Powerful Data Viewing Tool

Our PatternFinder tool allows Practitioners and Inviters to reduce guess work and easily analyze the 
assessment data through layered views.

Ex: Click here to see  
the five behaviors Mark 
prioritized for Lisa.



Layering Respondent’s behavioral priorities with their desire for more, less, or the same frequency 
enables powerful insights and creates a clear roadmap for constructive follow-up discussion with 
Respondent. 

Ex: Click on the Desire 
buttons to see how 
Mark would like Lisa’s 
behaviors to change, 
or not. 

The Data: Powerful Data Viewing Tool



Collecting frequency perceptions from both Inviter and Respondent allows for a powerful gap analysis that 
complements the other assessment data. 

Ex: Click here to see the behaviors 
with the biggest gaps in frequency 
perceptions. 

The Data: Powerful Data Viewing Tool



Going even deeper is easy by pinpointing and measuring the gaps in perception.

Ex: Clicking on a 
behavior shows a 
comparison of Lisa’s 
and Mark’s frequency 
perceptions

The Data: Powerful Data Viewing Tool



The Data: Downloadable Summary Report

Download or print an easy-to-understand summary of the Five Priority Behaviors, perfect as a guide to the 
follow-up conversation. 

Quickly view 
frequency perceptions 
and desires for each 
priority behavior. ]You

Mark

You
Mark



Research-Backed Methodology

All of the BehavioralOS solutions are powered by a behavior model researched 
and developed by our founder and M.I.T. behavioral scientist, Irv Rubin, PhD.

Full Set—The model represents a complete spectrum of behaviors that leaders indicated were 
important to cultivating win-win, high-growth relationships. 

Tangible—It is a knowable universe of 48 specific, observable, actionable, positive behaviors. 

EQ & Relationship Development—These are the foundational, specific, behavioral levers for 
managing self-awareness and flexing behaviors to meet the unique needs of diverse individuals.

Universal—Dr. Rubin developed the model with over 10,000 data points from 
leaders and team members in both public and private institutions, making it 
culturally-neutral and highly effective in diverse, global organizations.
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Contact us for a free 
Consultation

      info@behavioralos.com 

     +1 917 451-3350


